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MEF is a leading paleontological museum and 
research center in Latin America. 

This status began with a unique stroke of luck: Trelew is situated in 
the heart of Patagonia, one of the richest sites of fossilised remains in 
the world. This landscape and its paleontological riches proved a key 
source for Charles Darwin’s development of the Theory of Evolution 
when he landed here in 1833.

The museum was established 30 years ago but has developed 
significantly in the last 15 years under the visionary leadership of Ruben 
Cuneo, CEO. He, along with his team, has built the museum’s reputation 
internationally and unlocked the riches of the landscape. 

In early 2013 a team of MEF researchers -on a routine field trip- 
excavated a giant titanosaur. Standing at 8 m tall, with 40 m length and 
an estimated weight of 72 tons, this is the largest creature known to 
have walked the earth.

The discovery led to great excitement in the international news media 
as well as among the scientific community. Now, as the guardian of 
this international important discovery, MEF is seeking philanthropic 
investment of USD $6.15M to expand its current facilities. This 
investment will do more than provide a purpose-built exhibition space 
for this enormous specimen. It will also expand the scientific research 
space and capacity of the institution, enabling it to continue unlocking 
the secrets of the hidden fossils in Patagonia.

The area known as the ‘Patagonian Dinosaur Graveyard’ 

The MEF story



Throughout its history, Patagonia has had a comparatively 
warm climate, which has led to highly diversified life forms. 
Over millennia, a series of sedimentary basins developed in the 
area, entombing almost every trace of life that had lived and 
evolved in the area in thousands of meters of sediment. Now, the 
semidessert conditions allow access for scientists to unearth this 
huge store of history.

Patagonia
a storehouse of knowledge



Patagotitan mayorum



In 2013 a local farmworker stumbled on fossilized remains 
in the desert, 90 miles west from Trelew. Paleontologists 
from MEF excavated these remains to uncover what has 
been calculated to be the largest dinosaur found to date. 
This find was remarkable not just for the size of the 
creatures, also unusual was the number of bones 
recovered: 208 -from 7 different individuals, with one 
individual 70% complete- and in a remarkable condition.
The finding surprised scientists around the world that, until 
now, only knew the anatomy of these giants based on poor 
remains of few species.

“The titanosaur is one of the most 
extraordinary finds in the history of 
palaeontology. And Dr. Cuneo and MEF are 
the very best guardians and educators.”
David Attenborough
Broadcaster and Naturalist

Initial studies suggest that the newly discovered species 
have reached 40 meters length and 72 tons weight. “As 
two trailer trucks, one after another, and the equivalent 
weight of more than 14 African elephants together,” says 
José Luis Carballido, MEF dinosaur specialist and team 
leader in the study of these specimens.

Such dimensions set the focus on how these animals may 
have grown. “It’s a real paleontological treasure,” he adds. 
“There were lots of fossils in a great level of preservation, 
practically intact, something that does not happen often. 
In fact, the remains of giant Titanosaurs known so far are 
scarce and fragmentary.”



Traveling Exhibitions 
& Casting Services
This program has been designed to promote and exhibit the 
paleontological richnes of Patagonia at the time it should provide 
additional funding to the General MEF Scientific Program. As such, 
it incorporates the most scientific accuracy in the production of 
travelling exhibits and casts. 

Our team of paleontologists and technicians are world wide 
renowned and represent a warranty in our exhibits. 

Our casts are based on unique dinosaur findings that permanently 
occur in Patagonia, Argentina, one of the most famous world regions 
regarding paleontological discoveries. In summary, by having a MEF 
cast you will be helping to a non-profit organization that supports a 
major scientific program in South America and its current expansion 
on the International Research and Educational Program.



Thanks to traveling exhibitions, MEF has international 
fame. Its main exhibition, “Dinosaurs from Patagonia” 
has been touring Europe for several years and seen 
by millions in different countries like Spain, Portugal, 
Germany, Colombia, Brazil and the Czech Republic.

The museum has participated in special exhibitions 
developed together with other institutions such as 
the recent “Dinosaurs, Argentine giants”, presented in 
Germany, featuring six argentine museums.

Also, individual specimens, have been produced and 
are part of  various museums and destinations such 

as Colombia, Bolivia, Brazil, and the US, featured in 
New York and Chicago.

In addition to its original catalog, this year the MEF 
proudly introduce the biggest dinosaur on earth.

With an investment of more than 
u$s800K in digital scanning, 3D 
printing and the latest technologies in 
modeling, this giant creature is ready 
to travel around the world.

Latest 3D scanning and printing 
technologies, trained paleo-artists and 
scientific accuracy.



MEF CASTS
These are the bestseller pieces and casts, 
part of our 2018 Catalog.



PATAGOTITAN MAYORUMPatagotitan mayorum

Biggest dinosaur 
in the world
Sauropods are the largest land forms of life 
that have ever existed.

This group of herbivorous dinosaurs are 
characterized by quadruped walking, long 
neck and tail, and a small skull.
In general, their hindlimbs were larger than 
forelimbs.

Other features of these dinosaurs are large 
nostrils and a significant reduction of the 
bones of their hands, acquiring digitigrade 
posture as part of the adjustments to its 
masive size.

Species: Patagotitan mayorum.
So far, the world’s largest dinosaur.

Age: Cretaceous, about 101 million years ago.

Where it was found: Las Plumas, Chubut, 
Patagonia Argentina.

Estimated Weight: 72 tons.

Length: 39 meters.

Height: 8 meters.



TYRANNOTITAN CHUBUTENSIS
Tyrannotitan chubutensis

The titan from 
Patagonia
These theropods had large and massive skulls 
that were almost two meters long and bear 
rugose with low crests on top of their snouts.

Their teeth were long and slender, with a sharp 
serrated margin, which provided these animals 
efficient tools for slashing flesh.
Tyrannotitan differs from other members of its 
family in the extremely long neural spines of the 
central backbone.

Interesting facts
During the Cretaceous, Patagonia was inhabited 
by giant carnivorous dinosaurs, Tyrannotitan was 
aming the largest known theropod reaching up to 
12 meters of total body length.

Age: Cretaceous, about 101 million years ago.

Where it was found: Chubut, Patagonia 
Argentina.

Length: 12 meters.

Height: 4 meters.



AMARGASAURUS CAZAUIAmargasaurus cazaui

Fear the spines!
Interesting facts
Amargasaurus is known from a relatively complete 
skeleton from a single individual. This skeleton 
luckily includes all the vertebrae of the neck 
wich reports the most interesting feature of this 
specimen: the spines of the neck vertebrae arevery 
tall, lender and they are paired in two parallel rows.
These rows continue along the back, decreasing in 
height. These spines may supported a pair of tall 
skin sails. Similar sails are seen in the unrelated 
dinosaurs Spinosaurus and Ouranosaurus.
There are a variety of hypotheses for the function of 
these sails, including defense, communication, for 
mating purpose, for simple species recognition or 
temperature regulation.

Meaning of the name
“Amarga” refers to the La Amarga Formation and 
the latin “saurus”, lizard.
The specific name refers to Dr. Cazau, a geologist 
from the national petroleum company that 
discovered the first fossil bones in this formation.

Age: Cretaceous, about 105 million years ago.

Where it was found: Neuquén, nearby the small 
area known as La Amarga, Argentina.

Length: 7 meters.

Height: 3 meters.



CARNOTAURUS SASTREI
This animal was a medium-sized theropod with the 
distinctive features -in addition of having two robust 
horns above the eyes- such as extremely reduced 
forelimbs with four fingers, its unusually long neck 
(compared to other theropods) and its small head with 
box-shaped jaws.

Carnotaurus is one of the strangest dinosaurs 
discovered in South America, its name refers to a 
unique characteristic for a carnivorous dinosaur: the 
presence of two horns over the eyes (as a bull).

Meaning of the name
From the latin “carno”, referring to the carnivorous 
habits, and “taurus”, bull, referring to the presence of 
two horns as in living bulls. The specific name honors 
Mr. Sastre, owner of the farm in which this dinosaur 
was found.

Age: Cretaceous, about 70 million years ago

Where it was found: La Colonia Formation, Chubut, 
Argentina

Length: 7,6 meters

Height: 3 meters

EOABELISAURUS MEFI
The holotype specimen found is an almost complete 
skeleton, with the skull of an adult individual. By its 
dating, it is the oldest known abelisaurid.

Age: Jurassic, 170 millon years ago

Feeding: Carnivorous

Discovery place: Cañadón Asfalto Formation, Chubut, 
Argentina (2012)

Discoverer: Diego Pol et al (Holotype MEF)

Lenght: 6,5 meters

Height: 2 meters

CONDORRAPTOR CURRUMILI
It was one of the first largest South American 
theropods. As a medium-sized theropod, it would 
have been a predator of other dinosaurs, most likely 
early sauropods and ornithischian dinosaurs.

Age: Jurassic, 162 millon years ago

Feeding: Carnivorous

Discovery place: Cañadón Asfalto Formation, Chubut, 
Argentina (2012)

Discoverer: Oliver Rauhut et al (Holotype MEF)

Lenght: 6 meters

Height: 2 meters



DINOSAUR CATALOG
PATAGOTITAN MAYORUM
TYRANNOTITAN CHUBUTENSIS
CARNOTAURUS SASTREI
EOABELISAURUS MEFI
CONDORRAPTOR CURRUMILI
EORAPTOR LUNENSIS
AMARGASAURUS CAZAUI
HERRERASAURUS ISCHIGUALASTENSIS
LEONERASAURUS TAQUETRENSIS
TEHUELCHESAURUS BENETEZII
BRACHYTRACHELOPAN MESAI
NEUQUENSAURUS AUSTRALIS
MANIDENS CONDORENSIS
GASPARINISAURA CINCOSALTENSIS
CHUBUTISAURUS INSIGNIS

VOLKHEIMERIA CHUBUTENSIS

Other dinosaurs, mammals, birds or reptiles can be casted uppon request.



MEF SERVICES
In addition to the dinosaur casts from Gondwana, the MEF Development 
Team offers a wide range of services for museums and exhibition halls.

Preparation of fossils
The MEF has the most modern macro and micro-fossil 
preparation laboratory in Argentina.
In its facilities, fossils of all kinds are prepared and restored: from 
a giant femur 2.4 meters high, to a small rodent jaw 1.2 cm wide.

Acid Lab
Along with macro and micro preparation, this lab prepares those 
fossils that cannot be seen with the naked eye, like polen and 
cuticules of fossil leaves.

Thin Section Lab
This lab perform thin sections of rocks, plants, and bones so 
that researchers can study the internal anatomy and structure 
of fossils as well as the mineralogy of sedimentary rocks and 
paleosoils.

3D scanning and image processing
The Digital Department is responsible for the three-dimensional 
reconstruction of fossils and replicas through 3D scanning. This 
technology facilitates work and scientific exchange, as well as the 
design of exhibitions and scenographies.

3D printing and CNC carving are also technologies that this 
Department uses for the exact reconstruction of originals, cast 
designing and assemblies.

Molding, Casting and Sculpting with scientific 
accurance
MEF Art Department combines artistic skills with scientific advice 
for the modeling and reconstruction of fossil replicas as well as 
the design of assemblies and scenographies on request.



CONDITIONS
The time of delivery depends on selected replica.
All the installation, assembly, Mef team insurances and licence rates are included in MEF fees.
The shipping and transportation to the venue is not included in the prices.

Amargasaurus, Carnotaurus, Giganotosaurus and Tyrannotitan are also available for rent. The 
minimum rental period is 6 months. Please ask for additional information.

All Mef Casts are delivered with high resolutions images, drawings and scientific information and 
illustrations for media press and social media use. 

SHIPPING
Each dinosaur travels inside custom made wooden crates, included in the prices.
This is a basic chart for reference:

Cast   BOXES    BOX SIZE (in meters)
AMARGAZAURUS CAZAUI   3     1,2 m x 1,2 m x 2,3 m
GIGANOTOSAURUS CAROLINII  5     1,2 m x 1,2 m x 2,3 m
TYRANNOTITAN CHUBUTENSIS  5     1,2 m x 1,2 m x 2,3 m
PATAGOTITAN MAYORUM  1    STANDARD SHIP 
      CONTAINER



For further information, please contact:

Florencia Gigena
Communication & Marketing
Manager

fgigena@mef.org.ar
+54 0280 4432100

Av. Fontana 140 
Trelew 9100 Chubut
Patagonia Argentina

www.mef.org.ar
info@mef.org.ar


